


Our specialization: 
wellness through water. 

More than 10 years of specific experience: working with a natural element 
like water, bringing it into contact with state-of-the-art technology, the most 
beautiful design, the most effective programmes and treatments. DVG’s
serious and continuous commitment to research as well as its broad
knowledge about the world of beauty and wellness has permitted it to design 
and build true innovation creating an advanced form of wellness. This DVG 
philosophy is at the basis of Aquaspace: a new, extraordinary project, a DVG 
patent, where water becomes a multisensorial experience of health and beauty.



Many treatments, curative and aesthetic, can be carried inside Aquaspace: it uses hot air, cold mist 
and molecular vapour. The steam bath, a millenary technique with numerous properties, helps to 
deeply cleanse the skin, the dermis and the subcutaneous tissue. Moreover, the thermal alternation 
between hot steam and cold mist created by Aquaspace carries out an effective vascular exercise 
that reactivates deep circulation, especially in the legs, and has an extraordinary invigorating
action, while contributing to better breathing and relaxation of muscles and the nervous system. 
Aquaspace combines these curative properties to many other aesthetic benefits: ayurvedic,
alpine, Mediterranean, thalassotherapy…

Aquaspace:
a great SPA concentrated 
into less than 3m2.

Aquaspace is a concentration of high technology. The most elegant design 
entices you to try the infinite number of programmes. Thanks the molecular 
steam, a sense of profound wellbeing wraps around you heightening
the effects of the treatments. In a very tiny space and easily put together, 
Aquaspace recreates the pleasure of a real SPA.

Hot air, cold mist and steam bath: 
wellness innovation.



Ayurvedic, alpine, mediterranean 
treatments. Thalassotherapy.
Aromatherapy. Musicotherapy. 
Chromotherapy. An infinite
number of programmes, an
infinite number of feelings
with the cosmetic products you 
want and only one Aquaspace.

Aquaspace allows you to carry out many types of treatments with hot air,
molecular steam and single and combined nebulization. From a steam bath 
to a hay wrap, from an algae treatment to a mud bath, from a Ghassoul clay 
wrap to a black soap treatment… extraordinary multifunctionality and
versatility together with the freedom to choose vapour treatments for legs, 
bust, shoulders and head, both simultaneously and independently. Moreover, 
in Aquaspace, the benefits of aromatherapy, musicotherapy and chromotherapy 
are extraordinarily strengthened: the essential oils reach the olfactory
system faster and more effectively. The advanced system that diffuses the
music means that the sound vibrations wrap around your body in a totally 
relaxing way. Pleasant baths of light complete the Aquaspace treatment that 
bring out the advantages of chromotherapy, very antique technique that
recognizes the positive influence of colour on human beings.

Relax on the Aquaspace 
hammock and discover its 
secret: molecular steam.

Everything in Aquaspace was designed to make you feel good. 
Its hammock is the first sensation of wellbeing you’ll feel as it 
invites you to discover its secret: the molecular steam used 
in Aquaspace is a very dry steam which permits a range of 
temperatures between 40°C and 45°C. It doesn’t create
any problems for people and guarantees complete 
hygiene in that it eliminates every type of bacteria: 
the injection of steam into the tub is direct and 
therefore avoids the formation of condensation 
deposits. Moreover, molecular steam works 
in perfect harmony with any type of cosmetic 
product helping the active principles to
penetrate thus heightening their effectiveness.



With a power of 220 volts and a
maximum 3 kW consumption, Aquaspace
optimizes costs, reduces energy expenses, 
obtains the most with the least.

Aquaspace: intelligent,
demanding, simply beautiful.

The simple and elegant design entices you to try 
the Aquaspace experience. The mirror-polished 
316 stainless steel shell and the Kevlar and glass 
fibre hammock ensure maximum hygiene. The 
intuitive touch-screen display means that you can 
choose the treatments easily and quickly and they 
can be memorized for automatic cycles.

Easy to clean, guarantees absolute 
hygiene, makes any environment 
beautiful, makes clients happy and is 
ready to use in only a few minutes: 
in Aquaspace you can feel good too.

Aquaspace makes every gesture easy, from installation to cleaning. 
You need only hot/cold water, a socket and a space that is less than 3m2 
to connect it. Complete with shower for rinsing both your client and the 
tub, Aquaspace is designed without any angles and built with materials 
like stainless steel and Kevlar making it easy to clean. The shackles are easily 
dismantled and washable. The hammock is hooked onto the tub with an 
easy and quick system making cleaning even quicker.

Exclusive patent, 
absolute quality.

Aquaspace is an exclusive DVG patent. It is the fruit of research, innovative 
ability and the experience of people specialized in wellness that comes from 
water. It is the most advanced answer and, at the same time, it is easy to use 
by those who want the advantages, the technology and a quality guarantee 
of a SPA. All concentrated in less than 3m2.

2 Euro, 24 hours of Aquaspace 
wellbeing: even saving is its forte.
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Aquaspace
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